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Tevron, LLC Releases Prewritten Microsoft Office 2000, Load Testing Scripts for its
Flagship Solution, CitraTest VU.
CitraTest VU is the only client side load testing solution for creating real user load activity
for Citrix hosted applications.
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, December 17, 2001 – Tevron, LLC today released a series of
prewritten CitraTest VU Load Testing scripts for Microsoft Office 2000. Through the use of these
scripts, real user workload can be quickly and easily replicated for Office 2000. User work
scenarios for Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Access can be automatically executed over numerous
ICA sessions while the overall response times are closely monitored. In addition to these
predefined user scenarios, end users can also develop custom user scenarios for all other internal
applications that will be a part of their mission critical Citrix rollout.
CitraTest VU simulates several virtual human users on a single NT machine without
installing any software on the Citrix Metaframe Server. CitraTest VU interacts with the target
application by issuing standard keyboard and mouse events directly to the Citrix hosted application
from within the Citrix ICA client in accordance with user defined test script logic.
“Through the use of Tevron’s prewritten user scenarios, the enterprise, ISVs and ASPs can
effectively replicate real user loads before going live, allowing them to perform to service level
agreements with much greater confidence. In addition to delivering the technology to perform
Citrix load testing via CitraTest VU, we have now taken that a step further by delivering the actual
test scripts that will be used to generate the real user load against the Metaframe server. By
delivery these predefined user scenarios, our clients will save valuable time in the script
development phase of their load testing effort”, explains Jay Labadini, President and CEO of
Tevron, LLC
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CitraTest VU can simulate users running Windows 3.1, Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000, XP,
Millennium, and Linux. CitraTest VU operates with all browsers, including AOL, Microsoft,
Netscape, etc. In fact, using only one DLL, CitraTest is so non-invasive that its accuracy is
unmatched. To learn how CitraTest VU can improve the testing of your Citrix hosted application,
call 1.978.441.9844 or visit www.tevron.com.

ABOUT TEVRON, LLC
Tevron, LLC is a pioneer in a new class of automated software testing solutions. Utilizing
Tevron’s proprietary Image Verification as a platform for its automated solutions, Tevron’s mission
is to provide automation solutions compatible with all operating systems, development
environments and multiple hardware platforms. Tevron offers test automation solutions in both
standalone software versions and totally non-invasive external appliance aided versions, as well as
offering expert implementation and testing services.
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